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An Agent Based Distributed Shop Floor Control System for a Job Shop Environment

Abstract
In addition to the inherent dynamism associated with any shop floor, a job shop environment exhibits certain additional features that promotes the use of decentralized over centralized decision support systems on the benchmark of responsiveness. The current work first highlighted the system level and operational complexities associated with a job shop environment and very objectively established the need for a decentralized decision support system for such set ups. ... The work also highlights the fact that the advantage of agent features can be leveraged in true sense and systems based on them could be successful only if means of integrating heterogeneous functions are taken into account.
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Toward a Digital Thread and Data Package for Metals-Additive Manufacturing

Abstract
Additive manufacturing (AM) has been envisioned by many as a driving factor of the next industrial revolution. Potential benefits of AM adoption include the production of low-volume, customized, complicated parts/products, supply chain efficiencies, shortened time-to-market, and environmental sustainability. Work remains, however, for AM to reach the status of a full production-ready technology.... To address these challenges in part, this paper discusses the building of data models to support the development of validation and conformance methodologies in AM. We present an AM information map that leverages informatics to facilitate part producibility, process repeatability, and part-to-part reproducibility in an AM process....
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Concept-Based Text Mining Technique for Semantic Classification of Manufacturing Suppliers

Abstract
Small-to-medium sized enterprises in the manufacturing sector are increasingly strengthening their web presence in order to improve their visibility and remain competitive in the global market. With the explosive growth of unstructured content on the Web, more advanced methods for information organization and retrieval are needed. ... In this paper, a technique for automated characterization and classification of manufacturing suppliers based on their textual portfolios was presented. A probabilistic technique that adopts Naive Bayes method was used as the underlying mathematical model of the proposed text classifier. To improve the semantic relevance of the results, classification was conducted at the conceptual level.... It was concluded that the proposed concept-based classification technique outperforms the traditional term-based methods with respect to accuracy, robustness, and cost.
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A Classification Scheme for Smart Manufacturing Systems’ Performance Metrics

Abstract
This paper proposed a classification scheme for performance metrics for smart manufacturing systems. The discussion focused on three such metrics: agility, asset utilization, and sustainability. For each of these metrics, we discussed classification themes, which we then used to develop a generalized classification scheme. In addition to the themes, we discussed a conceptual model that may form the basis for the information necessary for performance evaluations. Finally, we present future challenges in developing robust, performance-measurement systems for real-time, data-intensive enterprises.
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